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The Coronation Of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth... 1953

Add to WorkSpace
Download WMV
View as stills
View as table

Revolution In Colour

Narrated by Allen Leech, this unique documentary tells the story of the Irish Easter Rising of 1916 as people at the time saw it – in colour. Watch here.

In the News

Our selection of films for use by news editors and journalists in coverage of important anniversaries, current events or trending topics.

License Footage for Your Production

If you are a media professional and have seen some footage or stills you wish to include in your production, click the link to get in touch with us.

Description

Continued from previous record.

The Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II at Westminster Abbey, London.
Key scene. LAS pan teenagers on roof of airport building. GV plane taxies in. CU pan up cameraman wearing wig. GV the 4 Beatles down steps of plane air hostess precedes them. GV teenagers on roof top. CU pan Beatles across tarmac. CU pan at press conference (start SOF). MS same. GV press. MS Beatles at conference. CU pan across same. MS same pan to pressmen and pan back. CU Beatles. MS same. CU Paul, Ringo, George. CU Ringo, George and John and pan to press agent (end SOF). GV press. CU Ringo leaves conference room. CU John, Paul and George leave same.
Winston Churchill in 1922
Member of Parliament Winston Churchill walks towards steps wearing heavy coat, removes hat, smiles, stops and looks at camera / CU Churchill talking to unseen reporter / [Note: exact day/month not known]
Usos publicitarios
Selecciona una categoría de uso

Usos corporativos
Selecciona una categoría de uso

Usos en medios
Películas, TV y otros usos como contenido

Uso editorial en medios: Películas, TV y otros usos como contenido | Largometraje
Uso en un proyecto de espectáculos, no incluye tráiler. Esta licencia incluye el derecho a distribuir el proyecto en su formato final en todos los medios conocidos actualmente o desarrollados en un futuro y en todo el mundo de forma permanente. Para largometrajes documentales, dirígete a "Usos en medios, contenido editorial y de espectáculos: largometrajes independientes o documentales."

Duración: Distribución a perpetuidad

Ejemplos:
Largometrajes de gran difusión (título de apertura, parte central, secuencia final)

€ 1 470,00 EUR

HD: ProRes 422 (HQ)
1920x1080px | 23.98 fps

Photo-JPEG
1920x1080px | 23.98 fps

H.264
640x360px | 23.98 fps

Añadir al carrito
PARTNERS

AP Archive represents some of the most extensive moving image collections, from all over the world. As well as being able to licence material from these collections that is within our news stories, we also have clipreels compiled on various subjects and for some collections, access to their entire database of footage.

Featured Partners

**ABC NEWS**
1963 - Present
AP Archive is your source of quality footage from ABC News. Available to customers outside of North America.

[Search ABC News content](#)

**BRITISH MOVIETONE**
1895 - 1986
Available for license from AP Archive, almost a century of news events, politics, celebrities, music, royals, sport, popular culture, fashion and social history.

[Search British Movietone content](#)

**CCTV PLUS**
2011 - present
CCTV News Content (CCTV+) offers a Chinese perspective on international news – topics range from Chinese and global politics to war and the economy. To locate content, please use the search term ‘China Central Television’.

[Search CCTV Plus content](#)

**CELEBRITY FOOTAGE**
1987 - Present
Provides daily updates showcasing glamorous video of all the top stars on the red carpet at Award Shows, Movie Premieres, Charity Benefits and more.

[Search Celebrity Footage content](#)

**TV GLOBO**
1965 - present
TV Globo video archive - the largest in South America - offers outstanding footage from the last 50 years, covering the main events in the region’s history from politics and economics to cultural changes and sport.

[Search TV Globo content](#)

**SNTV ARCHIVE**
1996 - present
The world’s leading sports news video agency, including backgrounders, profiles, interviews, extreme and offbeat stories.

[Search SNTV Archive content](#)
Archive Picks

Here's our regularly-updated selection of films that may be of use to news editors and journalists in covering important anniversaries, contextualising current events or illustrating trending topics.
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Subscribe
From CBC's Take 30: This impressive-looking Italian Easter bread caught Jehane Benoit's eye back in March of 1970.
AP Archive is the film and video archive of the Associated Press. Our collection includes over 1.9 million global news and entertainment stories and continues to grow daily.
Framepool Stock Footage
Inspiring. Different. Framepool is THE stock footage collection—800k hand-picked high quality video clips and millions of stills licensable online.
footage.framepool.com
Historical Stock Footage

One of the largest archive with historical videos from all over the world, from the beginning of the filming era. Shots, clips and stills, scanned in optimal quality from the original reels, are available online at framepool.com.
Les 60 ans du Planning familial

24 vidéos | Date de publication : 02/03/2016
Revolution in Colour Trailer

39,856 visualizaciones · Hace 1 año

Narrated by Allen Leech, this unique documentary tells the story of the Irish Easter Rising, why it happened and how it happened. With incredible newly-colourised original footage, this film shows the Irish revolution as people at the time saw it – in colour. Watch the full documentary on British Pathé TV - http://www.britishpathe.tv

Vídeos populares

Hindenburg Disaster: Real Zeppelin Explosion Footage
5.2 M visualizaciones · Hace 4 años

10 Tragedies Caught on Film (British Pathé)
5.2 M visualizaciones · Hace 4 años

Arnold Schwarzenegger Wins Mr. Universe Bodybuilding
4.8 M visualizaciones · Hace 6 años

Franz Reichelt Death Jump off the Eiffel Tower (1912)
3.9 M visualizaciones · Hace 6 años

HMS Baham Explodes & Sinks: World War II (1941)
3.8 M visualizaciones · Hace 6 años

Critical Past

British Movietone

Smithsonian Channel
Our archivist Jenny discovers intriguing stories and shares a new one each Tuesday. Do you know more about the people, places or events depicted? Let us know!
British Pathé Education

For Schools and Educational Establishments

The British Pathé archive is the finest film and newsreel collection in the world, spanning from 1896 to 1976 and containing 85,000 individual film items and 12 million stills. It covers an enormous range of subjects, including modern British and world history, news, fashion, sport, entertainment, travel, warfare and 20th-century social history.

Now this invaluable teaching aid is available to all schools in the UK through a special education subscription.

*Schools who subscribe have access to the following additional features:*

- Unlimited downloads of British Pathé material for use within the classroom.
- Curriculum-specific collections created by teachers.
- Permission to publish films on Secure Learning Platforms.
Welcome to the official Giphy channel for the National Archives. For the official source of information about the National Archives, please visit https://www.archives.gov. To learn more about our social media policies, visit https://www.archives.gov/social-media/policies/.
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